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it compatible with a democratic system., and in the normal cir-
cumstances now returning either they would have to abandon
power, or they would wreck the system in which they had been
permitted to grow.
The reason for their growth was in the main the fact that as
neither under the empire nor under the republican electoral
system the party itself had any hope of real power, men with the
qualities of leaders, including ambition, were unattracted by
politics as a career, and the typical committeeman who is alike
jealous of a leader and susceptible to the attraction of the illusion
of power took their place. Thus when leaders arose, as in crisis
they always will arise, there was no medium in the party system;
the committees were too strongly entrenched. The history of
the parties under the empire is that of the elimination of leader-
ship in the true political sense; one has only to compare the
political names of 1875-1885 with those of 1910-1914. In 1920-
1925 the dilemma ought to have been plain. Any leader was
condemned to a long sterile battle with the committees; it was
therefore in the long run easier and more profitable to found a
new party and be oneself a party committee.
The game of politics thus came to consist not in a party sup-
ported by a movement of opinion forcing through legislation
to a declared end, but in the party committee scoring bargaining
tricks. The objectives of the parties were limited in practice
by the parliamentary situation; the party programme therefore
ceased to have meaning even to the party, and party tactics took
its place. The essence of the party programme is at once to lay
down the lines of immediate future development and to act as
an educational force. In Germany it was an academic profession
of faith embracing much that strictly speaking was not political,
of prodigious length, and often of considerable politico-philo-
sophical and ethical interest, but entirely Utopian in the sense
that politically there was no place in which it could be realized.
There was hardly a programme—even the least radical—which
would not have taken twenty years to realize, and much of which
would not have required for realization decades of social develop-
ment. All were filled not merely with the incredible but with

